
6.24.2013 - Female Workout Scripts

ALL SCRIPTS ARE CONFIDENTIAL

Mp3 File naming Example;

Jane Jones – Boyle.mp3
Jane Jones – Ellen.mp3
Jane Jones – Granny.mp3
Jane Jones – Serana.mp3
Jane Jones – Shashoo.mp3
Jane Jones – Valerica. .mp3

See copy for specs & direction

**Please note - some roles call for accents but that can be disregarded if you
would prefer to do it in your native accent.



CONFIDENTIAL 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
American or English accent. Valerica has always been at odds with her husband Harkon and his 
methods. She cares less about his plans for world domination than se does seeing him 
humiliated. When she learned that Harkon intended to use their daughter Serana's blood for a 
ritual, she enacted a desperate plan that involved hiding Searana away in a crypt, then exiling 
herself to another realm (thereby taking Harkon's tools away from him).  She fancies herself a 
necromancer and maintains a hidden laboratory in a ruined portion of the vampire castle, and it 
was here she managed to construct the portal through which she escaped.  Valerica is a stern 
woman and places her hatred of Harkon above all else. She cares for her daughter, Serana, but 
not in the way a birthmother cares for her baby. 
 

VALERICA 
(speaking with Serana in the presence of the Player) 

How can you say that, child? This stranger may call himself vampire, but 
he knows nothing of our struggle. I gave up everything I cared about to 

protect you from that fanatic you call a father! 
 

VALERICA 
Open your eyes, Serana! The more your father would have learned, the less 
he would have sen you as his daughter. The moment I discovered your role 

in the prophecy, I feared for your safety. 
 

VALERICA 
(responding to her daughter's tears, outpouring of feelings for her mother) 

I had no idea you felt that way about me, Serana. It was never my intention 
to push you aside. All I wanted is for us to be a family again ... for things to 

return to the way they were before. 
 

VALERICA 
I'm sorry, Serana. I didn't know ... I didn't see. I've allowed my hatred of 

your father to estrange us for too long. Forgive me. 

Name: Valerica (vah-LEHR-ih-cah) 
Union: AFTRA 
Rate: Scale + 10% 
Gender: Female 
Race: Vampire 
Age: Ancient, but appears Mid 50’s 
Voice Quality: Sly, cunning, intelligent  
Foreign Accent: English 



